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DRESC: A Retargetable Compiler for Coarse-Grained Reconfigurable Architectures Bingfeng MeiÝÞ , Serge VernaldeÝ , Diederik VerkestÝ , Hugo De ManÝÞ , Rudy LauwereinsÝÞ Ý IMEC vzw, Kapeldreef 75, B-3001, Leuven, Belgium Þ Department of Electrical Engineering, Katholic Universiteit Leuven, Leuven, Belgium Department of Electrical Engineering, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Brussel, Belgium Abstract – Coarse-grained reconfigurable architectures have become increasingly important in recent years. Automatic design or compiling tools are essential to their success. In this paper, we present a retargetable compiler for a family of coarse-grained reconfigurable architectures. Several key issues are addressed. Program analysis and transformation prepare dataflow for scheduling. Architecture abstraction generates an internal graph representation from a concrete architecture description. A modulo scheduling algorithm is key to exploit parallelism and achieve high performance. The experimental results show up to 28.7 instructions per cycle (IPC) over tested kernels.



1 Introduction Coarse-grained reconfigurable architecture have become increasingly important in recent years. Various architectures are proposed [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. These architectures often consist of tens to hundreds of functional units (FUs), which are capable of executing word- or subword-level operations instead of bit-level ones found in common FPGAs. This coarse granularity greatly reduces the delay, area, power and configuration time compared with FPGAs, however, at the expense of flexibility. Other features include predictable timing, a small instruction storage space, flexible topology, combination with a general-purpose processor, etc. Armed with much more computation resources than normal programmable devices such as RISC and VLIW processors, they promise to deliver higher performance or better performance/energy efficiency. The target applications of these architectures, e.g., digital communications and multimedia consumer electronics, often spend most of their time executing a few time-critical code segments with well-defined characteristics. Therefore, the performance of whole application can be improved considerably by mapping these critical code segment on a hardware accelerator. Moreover, these computation-intensive segments often exhibit a high degree of inherent parallelism, i.e., a lot



of operations can be executed concurrently. This fact makes it possible to make use of the abundant computation resources available in coarse-grained architectures. Unfortunately, few automatic design and compiling tool has been developed to exploit the massive parallelism found in applications and extensive computation resources of coarse-grained reconfigurable architectures. Some research [1, 4] uses structure- or GUIbased design tools to manually generate design, which would have difficulty to handle big designs. Some researchers [6, 7] only focus on instruction-level parallelism (ILP), fail to make use of the coarse-grained architecture efficiently and in principle can’t result in higher parallelism than a VLIW; Some recent research [8, 9] starts to exploit loop-level parallelism (LLP) by applying pipelining techniques, but can only handle small kernels due to lacking support multiplexing in architecture or scheduling algorithm. In this paper, we present a retargetable compiler called DRESC (Dynamically Reconfigurable Embedded System Compiler). It is able to parse, analyze, transform, and schedule plain C source code to a family of compiler-friendly coarse-grained reconfigurable architectures, which have great flexibility in terms of amount of computation and storage resources, and interconnection topology. DRESC is focused on exploiting loop-level parallelism on a wide range of loops. The experimental results show up to 28.7 instructions per cycle (IPC) can be achieved over tested loops. For those who are not familiar with terminology of VLIW compilation, they are referred to [10].



2 The Target Architecture Since we aim to develop a retargetable compiler, our target platforms are actually a family of coarse-grained reconfigurable architectures. As long as certain features are supported (see further), there is no hard constraint on the amount of FUs, the amount of register files, and the interconnection topology of the matrix. This ap-



proach is similar to the work of KressArray [11]. The difference is that we integrate predicate support, distributed register files and configuration RAM to make the architecture template more generally applicable and efficient. Basically, DRESC architecture is a regular array of functional units and register files. The FUs are capable of executing a number of operations, which can be heterogeneous among different FUs. Each FU has a small configuration RAM, thus multiple configurations can be stored locally. To be applicable to more different types of loops, the FU supports predicate operation. Hence, through if-conversion and hyperblock construction [12], while-loops and loop containing conditional statements are supported by the DRESC architectures. Moreover, predicate-guarded operation is also essential in order to remove feedback operation, prologue and epilogue. Register files provide small local storage space and act as a kind of routing resource, as shown at section 5. Fig. 1 depicts one example of organization of FU and register file. Each FU has 3 input operands and 3 outputs. Each input operand can come from different sources, e.g. register file or bus, by using multiplexer. Similarly, the output of FU can be routed to various destinations such as input of neighbour FUs. The configuration RAM provides information to control how the FU and multiplexers are configured, pretty much like instructions for processors. It should be noted that DRESC architecture doesn’t impose any constraint on the internal organization of the FU and RF. Fig. 1 is just one example of organization of FU and RF. Other organizations are possible, for example, two FUs sharing one register file.
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Figure 1: Example of FU and register file At the top level, the FUs and register files are connected through point-to-point connections or a shared bus for communication. Again, a very flexible topology



is possible. Fig. 2 shows two examples. In fig. 2a, all neighbour tiles have direct connections. In fig. 2b, column and row bus are used to connect tiles within same row and column. This flexibility allows to do architecture exploration to find the optimal one within DRESC design space. However, this architecture exploration is beyond the scope of this paper.
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Figure 2: Examples of interconnection and topology



3 The Structure of DRESC Compiler Fig. 3 shows the overall structure of our compiler. We heavily rely on IMPACT compiler framework[13] as a frontend to parse C source code, do some optimization and analysis, construct the required hyperblock, and emit the intermediate representation (IR), which is called lcode. Moreover, IMPACT is also used as a library in DRESC implementation to parse lcode, on the basis of which DRESC’s own internal representation is constructed. Taking lcode as input, various analysis passes are executed to obtain necessary information for later transformation and scheduling, for instance, pipelinable loops are identified and predicate-sensitive dataflow analysis is performed to construct a data dependency graph (DDG). Next, a number of program transformations are performed to build a scheduling-ready pure dataflow used by the scheduling phase. Since the target reconfigurable architectures are different from traditional processors, some new techniques are developed, while others are mostly borrowed from VLIW compilation domain. More details on the analysis and transformation techniques can be found in section 4. In the right-hand side of fig. 3, the architecture description and abstraction path is shown. Our goal is to use an XML-based language to describe the various aspects of the target architecture. An architecture parser , which is still under development, translates the description to an internal architecture description format. From this internal format, an architecture abstrac-
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Figure 3: The structure of DRESC compiler tion step generates a modulo routing resource graph (MRRG) which is used by the modulo scheduling algorithm. Details of the architecture abstraction step are discussed in section 5. The modulo scheduling algorithm plays a central role in the DRESC compiler because we believe a major strength of coarse-grained reconfigurable architectures is in loop-level parallelism. At this point, both program and architecture are represented in the forms of graphs. The task of modulo scheduling is to map the program graph to the architecture graph and try to achieve optimal performance while respecting all dependencies. Section 6 illustrates the algorithm in depth. After that, the scheduled code is fed to a simulator, which we expect not only is able to measure the performance but also the power consumption. This simulator is still under development. Since the DRESC compiler is only focused on exploiting parallelism for coarse-grained reconfigurable architectures, we don’t pay much attention to other common issues of developing a compiler, e.g., the scheduling problem for the remaining code (non-loop kernel). We assume these problems are well solved for instruction-set processors and beyond the scope of this paper.



4 Program Analysis and Transformation The purpose of program analysis and transformation in the DRESC compiler is to prepare correct and efficient



dataflow graphs for loop pipelining. Most steps are described below. Identifying Pipelinable Loops. Each hyperblock or basic block is checked to see if it is a loop candidate. The DRESC compiler can handle both FOR loops and WHILE loops. However, not all loops can be pipelined. The loops with function calls, break or continue statements are excluded. Moreover, only innermost loops can be pipelined. Data Dependence Graph Construction. Precise DDG is very important for the DRESC compiler. The weak dependence analysis yields over-conservative DDG and leads to adverse impacts on performance. In DRESC architecture, predicate operation is supported. Therefore, we adopt the analysis algorithm based on binary decision diagrams (BDD) [14]. In constructed DDG, there are two types of edges: data edges and precedence edges. Data edges indicate that data need to be routed between the connected operation terminals. Precedence edges indicate that the operations need to be ordered, but no data is routed between the operations.
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